Hi Jenny,

Below is our ordinance for Obstructions and Encroachments. C1 covers businesses and C2 covers residential. This was put together after I attended the League Insurance free conference and learned that by having the property owner take on the liability of placing items in the right-of-way area (sidewalk for businesses and boulevard for residential) then the village could allow. If the property owners do not take on the liability by obtaining a permit and providing their insurance then the village could be sued if someone trips on the obstruction and is injured.

Village of Cambria, WI Code
Chapter 400: Streets and Sidewalks
§ 400-8: Obstructions and encroachments.
https://ecode360.com/10821489

Hope this helps!

Lois Frank MMC, WCPC, CMTW
Clerk/Treasurer
Village of Cambria (pop. 767)
111 West Edgewater Street
P.O. Box 295
Cambria, WI 53923
P- 920-348-5443
F- 920-348-6050
cambria@centurytel.net
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